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Abstract

Many current hypersonic vehicles involve shrouds, fairings, boosters, or ejectable payloads

separating during flight. It is imperative that they do not strike each other after separation

as this typically results in damage or loss of vehicle. This requires a detailed understanding

of the flow features involved such as shock waves, expansion waves, shock reflections, and

shock wave boundary layer interactions influencing the vehicles’ attitude and trajectory.

Experimental and flight tests of these scenarios are costly and need massive infrastructure

which require difficult measurement techniques to characterize the flow field. Alternatively,

numerical simulations can provide accurate, low-cost, and efficient predictions of hypersonic

separations.

This study looks at the scenarios of a smaller vehicle or store in the flow field of a larger

vehicle. Computational fluid dynamics simulations are performed on a 7◦ cone crossing an

oblique shock wave at Mach 7 using NASA’s OVERFLOW 2.3e Reynolds-averaged Navier

Stokes solver. Trajectory and attitude is tracked along with capturing flow features and

their imposed forces. The vehicle’s dynamics when passing through a shock appears to

predominantly the result of differential flow incidence angles causing a strong shock leading

to a large pressure increase over a fraction of the vehicle which influences pitch. The

vehicle appears to follow conventional longitudinal stability theory and becomes more stable

during the interaction with the center of pressure moving aft and the peak pitching moment

happening when the shock passes through the center of gravity if allowed to continue through

the body. Complex shock wave boundary layer interactions are seen which could complicate

specific separation scenarios. Nonphysical anomalies are seen in the flow field which are

theorized to be the result of OVERFLOW’s implicit solution algorithm but are shown to

have little influence on results. Likewise, the applied forces and moments along with center
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of pressure in this scenario are shown to be unaltered by hybrid Reynolds-averaged Navier-

Stokes and Large eddy simulations in the form of delayed detached eddy simulation.
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Nomenclature

A area

a speed of sound

AoA angle of attack

Cf force coefficient

Cm moment coefficient

CoG center of gravity

CoP center of pressure

e0 total energy

ρ air density

F force

I moment of inertia

m mass

M Mach number

P, p pressure

Cp pressure coefficient

Q dynamic pressure (1
2
ρV 2)
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Re Reynolds number

T temperature

t time

ν kinematic viscosity

V velocity

ω rotational velocity

ui velocity component

L vehicle length

τ shear stress

y+ wall-normal non-dimensional grid spacing

x, y, z Cartesian coordinate components

Subscripts

ref reference quantity

∞ free stream reference
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Hypersonic vehicles fly in the most extreme conditions with high dynamic and thermal

loads under complex flow fields. Speeds above Mach 5 are a necessity for space travel and

beneficial to the modern war-fighter as they are a property of returning vehicles to and from

orbit and/or used to quickly deliver integrated or separated packages to a location. Many

current hypersonic vehicles involve a main vehicle with components separating during flight

that present a number of simulation challenges such as shock-shock interactions, highly

nonlinear interactions, and shock wave-boundary-layer interactions. These aerodynamic

phenomena influence the attitude and trajectory of each object which needs to be understood

before large scale experiments can be run. The single body case has been studied extensively

[1–3] while having a smaller payload (or store/child) delivered from a larger vehicle (or

parent) is relatively understudied. This process of detaching a child vehicle from a parent

vehicle is known as store separation. A classic example of store separation can be seen in

Fig. 3 showing a GBU-31 munition separating from an F-18c.

Strong shocks and complex flow features close to the vehicle’s surface along with highly

integrated propulsive elements dictate the design and geometry of hypersonic vehicles. An

example of a hypersonic test vehicle can be seen in Fig. 1 showing NASA’s Hyper-X/X-43A

Research vehicle which used an integrated propulsive element underneath the vehicle. The

fore end of the vehicle can be approximated by a wedge creating an oblique shock wave and

the aft end approximated by a expansion corner. The X-43A uses horizontal and vertical

stabilizers for static stability and control which also induce shocks and expansions into the

flow field. Store separations will need to pass through these features and it is fundamental

for the child and parent vehicles to not make contact after separation which could cause

catastrophic damage or loss of one or body vehicles. Early efforts for subsonic aircraft [4]

were able to use a combination of flight and wind tunnel tests to understand the trajectory

after release as the force of gravity was greater than any lift force which could cause the

store to move upwards after release. As speeds increased into the transonic, supersonic, and

hypersonic regime, payload/vehicle configurations are more complex and the applied forces
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on the store become great enough to overcome any gravitational force; these are the driving

factors determining trajectories. The store’s attitude is influenced by unbalanced forces and

moments acting on the body caused by flow field features (boundary layers, shear layers,

shocks, and expansions for example) along with the stability characteristics of the vehicle

[5, 6]. Store carrying location plays a major role in determining these factors which can be

split into two categories: external carry with the store typically carried underneath the wing

or fuselage of the parent vehicle and internal carry where the store is typically held within

a cavity in the fuselage of the parent covered with doors which are opened for release.

Stores are typically axisymmetric shapes that are statically stable in free flight meaning

the attitude of the vehicle will restore with no control inputs if its angle is slightly perturbed

[7]. Static stability is a product of the center of gravity’s (CoG) location relative to the

neutral point (NP), or the point where the aerodynamic moment does not change with pitch

angle relative to the flow or angle of attack (AoA). A Statically stable vehicle has the CoG

location forward of the NP. The corrective force returning the vehicle to its neutral position

can be characterized by the static stability margin which is based on the distance of the NP

from the CoG to the total vehicle length. A positive stability margin would indicate a stable

configuration returning to neutral if disturbed where a negative margin would indicate an

unstable configuration. A zero stability margin indicates the vehicle is statically neutral or

no moments are applied to the vehicle from the flow in free flight. The aerodynamic forces

(lift, drag, and side) act through the center of pressure: the average point where the total

surface pressure acts on the body. Depending on the geometry of the vehicle, the the CoP can

change with AoA. Because this study is interested in the fundamental forces acting on the

vehicle apart from influencing flow features, it is advantageous to decompose the stability

forces from the applied forces. Conical bodies have been experimentally and numerically

shown [8, 9] to have an unchanging CoP with AoA at supersonic speeds where the shock is

attached to the apex of the cone. In this case, the CoP and NP are essentially at the same

location while in free air. This makes conical bodies a good candidate as all moments on the

vehicle will theoretically be the result of flow features not found in free air.

Hypersonic vehicle stability and control properties can vary from lower speed vehicles in

a number of ways [5]: The CoP changes relatively little with changes in AoA and altitude;
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maximum lift to drag ratios are small typically in the 1-5 range and are nonlinear with

AoA; and stability margin is a less effective measure of true vehicle stability. Contrary

to popular dynamics theory, when examining a two stage to orbit hypersonic wave-rider,

Johnson et al. [6] showed that, ”air vehicles flown with significant levels of static instability

indicated that the conventional static margin is not a valid indicator for these vehicles. In one

case, 30% unstable was flyable, while in another 15% unstable was completely unacceptable.

Many of the differences are due to the strong shocks near the surfaces and effect vehicles

of all shapes, not just conical geometries.” Atmospheric properties can also play a role

in determining the controllablility of vehicles with ground tests not reflecting actual flight

aerodynamics making accurate predictions difficult even for free flight and wind tunnel due

to flow property constraints.

Analyzing hypersonic vehicle configurations using wind-tunnels and flight tests require

an immense amount of infrastructure, time, energy, and money. While these methods are

needed for flight vehicles, use of simulations tools such as computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) and six degree-of-freedom (6DOF) rigid body dynamics codes allow for reduced-

cost testing while capturing high fidelity data. Starting in the late 1970s and early 1980s

CFD methods were able to capture the flow field around a representative vehicle and store

configuration of the time [10, 11] and have since improved greatly providing more accurate

and efficient codes capable of simulating the current hypersonic vehicles of interest. These

combined CFD/6DOF simulations have been shown in low speed external store separation

test campaigns [12] to be accurate but late stage vehicle designs should still be combined with

experimental flight tests to verify these models. Cenko [13] has shown that an, ”Integrated

Test and Evaluation” approach, depicted in Fig. 2, provides adequate and efficient feedback

where all three approaches improve each other. However, collaborations of this scale can

only be done with the large budgets allotted for production flight vehicles.

1.1 Research Overview

In order to gain a better understanding of the fundamental dynamics, this study will focus

on a CFD analysis of simplified hypersonic store separation scenarios. First, it will analyze
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the scenario of a store passing downward through an oblique sock wave. This scenario is

representative of a few possible situations where an understanding of the vehicles applies

force and moments along with it’s trajectory is crucial: an internal store held within the

parent vehicle’s fuselage crossing the shock created off the leading edge of the parent; an

internal store ejected out of the rear of a parent vehicle and crossing the recompression shock;

or a vehicle separating a subset (e.g. stage separation or a vehicle bifurcating.) Because this

study is focused on fundamental interactions and is not vehicle specific, a flowfield with

a generic 20◦ oblique shock wave is used to eliminate the influence of any additional flow

features created by the parent vehicle. This case is analogous to a store or shroud separating

and passing back through the bow shock of a vehicle or shock created from a control surface

or vehicle appendage. To identify the forces applied to the vehicle apart from the stability

forces, a 7◦ cone with a sharp leading edge is chosen as the applied forces from the shock are

easily dissociated forces found in free air. The cone’s half-angle is also chosen for its ubiquity

in hypersonic studies. Scenarios in this study are specifically selected to not represent any

real world vehicle which could be used, but to generically quantify the associated phenomena.

It is also selected to be easily repeatable by future computational studies or experimental

tests.

NASA’s OVERFLOW 2.3e [14] CFD code is used to preform simulations using the time-

accurate Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations combined with an integrated

6DOF rigid body dynamics solver to output the vehicles position and attitude. Force and

moment coefficients are tracked along with the flow field quantities. These are analyzed to

gain a better understanding of the process in order design and predict future hypersonic

vehicles. This study will accomplish the following objectives:

1. Discretize the vehicle geometry and preform a simulation in free flow from 0◦ to 45◦

AoA to verify its stability characteristics against theory and experiments.

2. Preform a dynamic simulations where a store crosses an oblique shock wave and analyze

the attitude and trajectory data along with force and moment coefficients.

3. Examine the sensitivity of the scenario to changes in initial attitude.

4. Discuss influential factors for the store separation process.
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5. Analyze the numerical assumptions and constraints associated with hypersonic store

separations.

There are a few singular studies on hypersonic store separations [15, 16]; however,

the techniques used in these are dated and an understanding on applications of current

numerical methods applied to a hypersonic store separation scenario is not currently openly

discussed in literature. State of CFD techniques including high order flux schemes, shock

capturing mechanisms, hybrid Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes/large eddy simulations, and

implicit algorithms will be used to analyze the dynamics of a store separation scenario,

and consequently, the dynamics of a hypersonic vehicle passing through a shock where the

surface will encounter differential flow incidence angles. The force, moment, and trajectory

data produced during this study is not currently available and could be used for subsequent

experimental tests or as a high resolution validation for any reduced fidelity methods. An

analysis of current numerical methodologies can also guide future studies on the subject by

showing when to expend computational cost for higher fidelity simulations and when the

increased resolution is not needed. Overall, this study will provide an analysis of hypersonic

store separations which is not currently available.
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Chapter 2: Background

For some flight vehicles, it is advantageous to carry payloads which will separate from the

carrier (or parent) vehicle during flight; this process is known as store separation. Stores can

be carried by the vehicle externally, typically underneath the wing or fuselage, or internally

to reduce drag or load limits. These stores are typically ammunition, fuel tanks, capsules,

adversarial devices, or a combination thereof. It is critically important to understand the

flow physics and body dynamics surrounding this process as a collision between the store

and carrier vehicle can lead to a loss of both. To safely integrate stores, there is a need for

predictable, fast, and accurate methods of simulating and testing trajectories. Preflight and

inflight consideration of store separation can be done in a few different ways: wind tunnel

tests, computational fluid dynamics analysis, and progressive flight tests. It is important for

these analyses to resolve the structural, aerothermal, flutter, performance, stability, control,

ballistics, and separation dynamics of the system in order to quantify the entire separation

process.

2.1 Early Store Separation Predictions

Some of the earliest examples of store separation can be dated back to the early 1900s prior

to World War I where grenades were thrown from the open cockpits of airplanes [17].This was

done haphazardly with no need to consider possible collisions due to the low relative mass

and velocities of the day. Preflight consideration and testing of stores was not preformed until

around World War II , however, this was typically done to test the store effectiveness or to set

sights used for accurate delivery [17]. It was only after World War II with the introduction

of jet engine aircraft which could carry large payloads under their wings and fuselage that

preflight testing became a necessity to guarantee a safe ejection. The need for analysis was

also amplified as planes approached the transonic barrier where flow around the vehicle was

not exactly known. The earliest flight tests focusing on body dynamics and collisions were

done in a ”hit or miss fashion” where stores would be dropped from the aircraft at gradually

increasing speeds until the store finally came too close for comfort or actually hit the carrier
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vehicle, sometimes causing a loss of one or both vehicles [13]. Predictably, test pilots were

reluctant to fly in these test programs and engineers sought to develop safe techniques for

analyzing store separation.

One of the first store separation analysis techniques developed was the Captive Trajectory

System (CTS) for wind tunnel testing created by the Arnold Engineering Development

Center (AEDC) in 1968 [18]. CTS typically uses a scale model of the parent aircraft

with the store attached to a movable sting which is able to use the wind tunnel as a six-

degree-of-freedom (6DOF) function generator to determine the aerodynamic coefficients of

the store. An example of CTS hardware at AEDC’s Tunnel 4T can be seen in Fig. 4. CTS

was an improvement to the previous trial-and-error methods and went on to support many

store integration programs, but it was not without it’s limitations. Due to size constraints,

many of the tunnel models were relatively small compared to flight articles which could

cause predictions to not match flight tests. To exacerbate the issue, there was little effort

to quantify the trajectory errors between the wind tunnel and flight tests to resolve the

discrepancies as groups conducting the CTS wind tunnel tests were typically separate from

the flight test division which would determine the save separation envelope [13].

Another issue of the time was the dissociation between weapon contractors, which

preformed separate analysis to ensure a clean separation, and the aircraft contractors.

Collaboration between the two typically ended when the aircraft contractors entered the flight

test phase and no further analysis was done on the store separation prediction methodology

to improve their accuracy. In addition, the separate weapons contractors used different

methodologies to predict safe separation events disallowing the share of information. The

Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) decided to respond by creating a processes to

analyze store separation flight test programs and employ the best techniques contractors

had to offer at the time [19]. Resulting programs used an integrated approach combining

preflight analyses, wind tunnel, and flight test data (ideally managed by one group) to inform

each other and provide accurate and less costly store separation predictions. The final goal

was to have trajectory simulations match flight tests to allow safe and consistent separations

[4].
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During the late 1970s, the Influence Function Method (IFM) was developed allowing for

predictions store loads with regard to the carrier aircraft flowfield impingement [20]. IFM

uses previous wind tunnel data from another store in the same flow field to predict the forces

and moments of a store of interest. This is done by using a grid survey of static force and

moment data (an approach conventional for the time) and parameter identification analysis

to determine the localized angle-of-attack distribution in relation to the carrier aircraft.

IFM could be used for subsonic to supersonic flight speed and provided predictions in good

agreement to wind-tunnel tests of the time; however, it was not widely accepted and was

not used in an integrated and evaluation approach.

Wind tunnel testing took a ”grid method” approach assuming the free stream aerody-

namics are solely a property of the store while the carrier vehicle’s aerodynamics are mostly a

function of its own flow field [19]. The aerodynamic interference between the two is assumed

to only be a minor influence on the system. Store loads at a certain orientation would be

subtracted from the total loads at the same orientation in a grid under the carrier vehicle

in order to get the incremental aerodynamic coefficients. If values of the store load are

known while still attached the aircraft, a six-degree-of-freedom (6DOF) solver can be used

to calculate the stores updated position and attitude over some time step. The incremental

grid coefficients are then added to the free stream values at the updated orientation and

used to calculate updated aerodynamic coefficients. this process is iterated until the store is

no longer in the vicinity of the carrier vehicle.

Around the same time as the introduction of CTS, numerical solutions based on linear

theory and potential flow were being developed. While accurate potential flow codes

existed, they were always backed/validated with wind tunnel tests and required enormous

computational resources. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approaches also started

to be able to handle the complexities associated with store separation from a vehicle

during this time, however, due to the limited computer resources and linear computational

techniques, the complex simulations were too costly to be a viable option. The introduction

of the chimera grid scheme (technique of using multiple body-conforming grids to adapt

finite-difference procedures to complex vehicle configurations)[11] in the early 1980s and

updated computing practices would eventually lead CFD techniques to be invaluable for
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test campaigns and hence have improved in both computational time and accuracy. The

following sections will show the evolution of CFD standards to use time-accurate solvers

to calculate the store’s applied forces and moments combined with a body dynamics solver

(typically a 6DOF module) to calculate the rigid-body equations of motion.

2.2 Flight Hazards

Before looking at computational methods and techniques to simulate store separation, it is

important to understand the potential flight hazards so areas of interest can be addressed.

Before the introduction of the fighter aircraft, stores were carried with the intention to pack

as many as possible within bombers to maximize their effectiveness and were expected to

clear the aircraft with the low flight speeds. These fighters carried stores externally on

pylons similar to Fig. 5 where an F-16 carries a single store on an inboard pylon and

multiple stores on the same outboard pylon. With jet aircraft reaching the transonic regime

(above Mach 0.8) and carrying as many stores as possible, store/aircraft collisions became

imminent. Purely gravity assisted releases were no longer possible leading to pneumatic

powered ejection systems becoming commonplace. Some issues were alleviated or prolonged

but with the increasing energetic systems, collisions remained risking loss of vehicles and

stores. A study by AEDC Identified the three most common collision types: store-to-pylon,

store-to-aircraft, and store-to-store [17].

Store-to-pylon collisions typically happen just after release when the aerodynamic pitch,

roll, and yaw rates exceed those dictating the movement away from the pylon. These

collisions typically happen just after ejection when the store is intentionally closest to the

carrier vehicle. A collision here can result in damage to the pylon/release mechanism and/or

the store itself. While this is minimal in the transonic regime and typically does not lead to a

loss of vehicle, supersonic and hypersonic flow fields can create catastrophic damage to both

vehicles. Stochastic trajectory studies have shown typical store-to-pylon collisions happen

when the store is released and pitches nose-down causing the aft aerodynamic control surfaces

to rise up and impact the pylon resulting in bending or breaking [12, 17]. This scenario can
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cause the store to become unstable and follow an erratic trajectory which is unacceptable

when working in close proximity to ground operations.

Store-to-aircraft collisions happen when stores impact the carrier aircraft after clearing

the pylon and are typically on the wings, fuselage, or empennage. Because the store is

allowed to gain speed relative to carrier aircraft, the collision is much more energetic and

can cause serious damage to both vehicles. This type of collision needs special attention as it

can be the most catastrophic. Stores must clear the vehicle’s flowfield without significantly

upsetting its attitude as to cause movement towards its carrier. It is also important for

stores to clear in a timely manner as they can create strong aerodynamic and thermal loads

from shock waves and turbulent wakes on the carrier as speeds increase into the hypersonic

regime. An ideal ejection would push the store safely away at a slight nose down attitude

allowing it to consistently accelerate away from the vehicle, however, this can depend on

store shape and ejection mechanism [12, 17].

Finally, when multiple stores are carried or released at the same time, store-to-store

collision avoidance needs to be addressed. This collision mechanism is becoming less common

as vehicles are moving towards singular internal store release, but is still an issue on many

modern delivery systems. There two main ways stores can collide with each other: side

collisions on a simultaneous release and stores being released simultaneously or in quick

succession so that the leading store is impacted by the following store while tracking in

its wake. Depending on the intention of the store, these collisions can decide fuse timing

as arming bombs immediately after release could cause premature detonation if contact is

made [12, 17]. Likewise, if a store impacts another store still attached to a carrier vehicle,

all the concerns of a store-to-aircraft collision apply.

These three collision mechanisms must be accounted during simulations or flight tests

in order to ensure a safe release. Stores historically proven to be difficult to separate are

low density, unstable, with folding fins, liquid filled, the jettison of fuel tanks, pylons, and

racks along with quick succession (ripple) release of stores [17]. Aerothermal loads must also

not be overlooked as speeds increase to supersonic and hypersonic as can be the primary

design constraint of pylons, store covers, and the vehicles them self. A prime example of

this oversight happened on October 3, 1967 where an X-15A-2 flew with a pylon mounted
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experimental ramjet engine. As the vehicle reached a maximum velocity of Mach 6.70, the

strong shock shock interactions caused damage to pylon, as seen in Fig. 6, eventually leading

to the engine to separate and crash into the desert below [21, 22]. Finally, the accuracy of

the store to its target location after clearing the parent vehicle must be analyzed to ensure

that residual forces, moments, or upset attitudes can be account for.

2.3 Computational Fluid Dynamics Analysis of Store

Separations

2.3.1 Subsonic and Transonic Flight

A CFD approach to simulate the complex flow fields associated with store separations first

became feasible in the 1970s with the introduction of novel solution techniques. One of

the fires numerical solutions was provided by the team at Nielsen Engineering & Research

Inc. (NEAR) using a vortex lattice method to model the wings with the fuselage modeled

by sources and doublets [23]. The store was put in the aircraft’s flowfield and loads were

calculated using slender body theory. This code allowed for timely predictions in good

agreement with experiments and went on to have many improvements and a long service

life.

In 1980 Cenko et al. published a paper describing the PAN AIR code: a higher order

panel method to solve a variety of boundary value problems in steady subsonic or supersonic

inviscid flows [10, 24]. With only minor simplifications, the group was successfully able to

match subsonic numerical models to experimental tests accurately capturing the applied

forces and moments on the stores. As speeds approached transonic, some corrections were

necessary to account for a curved Mach line and local Mach number propagation effects. The

PAN AIR code, however, took over a day to run on the supercomputer of the time (CDC

6600) making its use as part of a time dependant code out of the question and leading to

hybrid techniques, like IFM, to be used. A combination of PAN AIR, IFM, and a 6DOF

program were used to predict store trajectories for the F/A-18c and F/A-18E with results
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in good agreement to tests, although, some small discrepancies were found in the yawing

moment when looking at stores on the inboard pylons.

Later in the 1980s, It was becoming possible to solve the full potential, Euler, and

simplified Navier-Stokes equations, like the thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations, with the

advancement of computers and computing techniques along with novel numerical schemes.

As Previously mentioned, the chimera grid technique [11] allowed complex geometries to be

resolved with unsteady versions [25] and unstructured grid techniques [26] developed in the

late 1980s able to handle the entire store separation process. Several efforts were done to

validate CFD methods and employ them in external store certification campaigns by using

a generic configuration of wing, pylon, and store. A computational grid for this is shown in

Fig. 7. The first campaign was done in 1992 verifying wind tunnel tests on this specific

configurations documented by Heim [27]. The Euler solutions were done by Newmann

and Baysal [28] with thin-layer Navier-Stokes solutions provided by Meakin [29]. Both

solutions were in good agreement with tests even in areas of high aerodynamic interference

but compute times were on the order of days. A higher order, full-potential, code named

TranAir was later developed by Madson [30] which could bring the computational time

down to a fraction of the original allowing for routine use. Madson also showed that in

the transonic regime, inviscid codes were not adequate to predict the wing and pylon flow

field, but could handle the store loads and pressure fields. These studies also showed that

while predictions were agreeing with wind tunnel tests, precise store pressure coefficients

were difficult to attain with results being more qualitative than quantitative.

In the 1990s, the Office of the Secretary of Defense funded the Applied Computational

Fluid Dynamics (ACFD) group and tasked them with creating CFD analysis tools that could

certify store separations which would reduce the dependence on wind tunnel and flight-tests

by the Department of Defense [19]. To encourage involvement, there were two challenges

proposed by ACFD: challenge I was an analysis of an F-16 with a generic finned store and

challenge II was for the F/A-18C JDAM configuration for two different release scenarios.

The first challenge’s results were heavily skeptic as flight test data was not provided and

wind tunnel tests were questionable. Challenge II provided flight and wind tunnel tests at

Mach 0.962 and Mach 1.05 with a dive angle of 45◦ and forced ejection. The conclusions
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[31] showed that wind tunnel certification programs would still be needed as CFD solutions,

while being just as accurate in most cases, were too costly with respect to time required.

They found CFD analysis still had a place in the form of requirements definition and systems

engineering trade-off studies that could reduce the risk of expensive redesigns after hardware

was made. There was also a consensus that finer ejector/store interaction modeling was

needed to accurately model the body dynamics. Challenge II did have some unanswered

questions about the cost to benefit ratio of using simpler Euler simulations compared to

Navier-Stokes solvers prompting a call for a third challenge which was not funded.

During this time, Lijewski and Suhs were also able to show the merits of a CFD approach

[32] on a generic transonic wing/pylon/store configuration similar to that of Fig. 7 with the

store having an additional aft cylindrical sting. They concluded that Euler simulations

could capture all major motions of the store, although angular orientations and rates were

not precise. Three sources of error were identified in their work: the inviscid nature of

Euler codes resulted in errors in the x location of the trajectory, approximate modeling of

the ejector sequence contributed to errors in the Euler angles and angular rates, and the

quasisteady nature of wind tunnel data is different from time accurate computations.

Until the late 1990 most studies were focused on external stores for their simplicity, but

with the introduction of aircraft like the F-117 and F-22, internal carry became a necessity.

This was driven by military aircraft transforming from primarily air-to-air and air-to-ground

attack vehicles to stealth reconnaissance and precise attack vehicles. The new generation of

stealth vehicles required clean angular surfaces, most evident in the F-117 shown in Fig. 8,

in order to evade radar detection and external carries would negate this design. As aircraft

became faster pushing further into the supersonic regime, the drag and loads from an external

store also helped in making internally carried stores more common. Internal stores are most

commonly carried within the fuselage of the aircraft near the center of gravity (to maintain

stable flight characteristics after separation) with movable doors covering the cavity. Internal

stores introduce complex flows with strong gradients, shear layers, pressure fluctuations, and

shock interactions in addition to clearance and ejection issues not seen with external carries

making analysis difficult.
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Atwood provided a study looking an actively controlled store ejected from a cavity

at Mach 1.2 coupling the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations with rigid

body dynamics and pitch-attitude control laws, all in two and three dimensions [33]. The

study showed modeling could be done with good agreement to experiments but the same

issues with minor quantitative differences persisted as well as computational times being

unreasonable for rapidly changing designs. Load coefficients on the store were oscillatory

as a result of turbulence coming from the the cavity/free stream shear layer which one

can deduce could cause attitude variations depending on release time. These resulting

stochastic trajectories will be addressed in future studies. In order to reduce the complexity of

solutions and computational time, the AEDC took action around the same time to formulate

approximations for computational trajectory predictions of stores released from a bay [34].

Several methods were identified which could reduce time from 5% to 70% but carried varied

unknowns and risks associated with their use. They concluded that more studies would

need to be done in order to fully understand the methods along with quantifying the

aforementioned trajectory variances associated with release time.

Coleman [35] was able to present a study of fully time accurate inviscid store separation

trajectory simulations in support of the F-111’s flight test program. Unsteady carriage loads

were monitored and multiple release times associated with the maximum and minimum

aerodynamic loads on the store were chosen. Although they used a large ejection velocity,

causing an artificial insensitivity to aerodynamic loads, it was shown that translation

was only slightly effected by release time, but the orientation showed a large sensitivity.

Additionally, Freeman et al. [36] Provided a report on fully viscous, time accurate GBU-

12B gravity separation trajectories from a B-52H. They showed by varying the release time,

large variances in the store trajectory and attitude, shown in Fig. 9, were possible. The

only difference in the four stores in Fig. 9 are the relative position of the unsteady weapons

bay flowfield and shear layer at release. Other studies [37] have shown this phenomenon

exists in wind tunnel tests as well. Roughen et al. [38] sought to capture unsteady effects

using databases of steady and unsteady aerodynamic information to determine probability

distributions of significant events in a program named Rapid Unsteady Store Analysis Tool

(RUSAT). Results were shown to have a reasonable correlation to tests with the explanations
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for the discrepancies identified. External stores are not plagued by unsteady effects caused

by cavity flows but varying trajectories depending on release time can still be possible. One

example from Mizrahi and Raven [39] showed that wing elasticity can cause nonuniform

ejection force vectors leading to, most significantly, a roll motion in the store.

The state of the art CFD approach to simulating subsonic and transonic store separations

has been shown in the previous studies [19, 39] to be a viscous RANS equation solver using

rigid body equations of motion in a 6DOF solver. Future approaches could include large

eddy simulations (LES) or Hybrid RANS/LES techniques using a flexible body approach in

the 6DOF solver but their feasibility have not yet been shown at the time of writing.

Transonic CFD trajectory studies date back to the 1970s allowing for over 50 years of

lessons learned; many of these have been summarized by Keen et al., Perillo, and Atkins

[4, 40]. One of the most important lessons is that trajectory simulations need to match

flight tests. It has been shown multiple times that, while the CFD and wind tunnel tests

are in good agreement, agreement between simulations and flight tests are less common.

Other lessons include: not decreasing simulation effectiveness in the name of efficiency,

properly modeling ejections and pylons, understanding the effect of restraint flexibility,

matching aircraft flight maneuver conditions, using easily understandable data visualization

techniques, confirming wind tunnel techniques are accurate, using proper dynamic motion

approximations, accurately capturing complex geometry, capturing dynamic flow fields, and

using integrated test and evaluation methodologies. As Stores become faster, more complex,

smaller, and more maneuverable, the future store separation engineers will need a highly

multidisciplinary knowledge base to be able to adequately understand the store separation

process.

2.3.2 Supersonic and Hypersonic Flight

In the 1970s, around the same time as the emergence of subsonic and transonic CFD

simulation techniques, prediction of supersonic store separation being worked on. While the

physical process is similar, working in the realm of compressible fluids makes the challenge

of accurately capturing the store’s trajectory a much harder task.
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In 1976, A team at Nielsen Engineering and Research, Inc. [41, 42] made an effort to

take subsonic methods and extend them into the supersonic regime. Using generic aircraft

and store shapes, they applied linear potential flow modeling to the aircraft components and

adapted legacy methods used to predict flow before the store is immersed. These methods

were tested against wind tunnel results and were found to be ”generally good” [41] with

respect to total forces and moments on the store. Their method did require corrections

due to additional perturbations caused by multiple shock reflections taking place between

the store and the wing along with making loading calculations three dimensional as the

axial velocity gradients were too large to be accurate while using slender body theory. A

succeeding report [43] would show improvements made to their methods as well as adding

additional functionality to their code such as pylon ejectors and the capability to analyze

stores of non-circular cross section.

Later, in 1981, Waskiewicz, DeJongh, and Cenko [44] applied panel methods to external

tangent ogive stores with and without wings at Mach 1.5 and 1.9. Results showed an

oscillatory behavior when the store was in close proximity to the carrier thought to be

caused by either Mach wave reflection effects or a lack of resolution in the panels near the

effected area. This study did show the that the previously discussed PANAIR code was

superior to other codes of the time in predicting store forces and moments at supersonic

speeds. During a similar time frame, Marconi conducted a study of interfering bodies in

supersonic streams [45] by creating a finite-difference Euler flow solver using a novel shock

fitting scheme able to predict complex interactive shock patterns. This study was done

with the explicit intend to be used with externally carried stores. For his tests, he chose

moderately supersonic flow (Mach 2) using an inviscid assumption which was found to be

accurate enough as the viscous regions were confined to the boundary layers of each vehicle.

It was also shown that the fluid mechanics of the system are dominated by the reflection of

a shock system making detailed nonlinear calculations necessary. Effects of shock reflections

on the store were found to be extremely sensitive. One important question that Marconi

formulated that was unanswered, which would be the subject of his following papers [46],

was how does a regular shock reflection transition into a mach disc. He concluded with some

general recommendations to make future predictions more accurate: improvements should
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be made to load distribution calculation methods, store-to-aircraft interference accounts,

and flowfield prediction methods.

As a result of the extreme environment around an aircraft, internal store separation

studies were of more prevalent at supersonic speeds than in the subsonic/transonic regime.

1983 saw one of the first experimental studies of finned supersonic stores separating from

cavities by Stallings [47]. An important physical phenomenon identified was the effect of

cavity depth to length ratio (D/L) had on the release characteristics. A D/L = 0.088

showed large interactions between the cavity and external flat plate causing unfavorable

separation characteristics while a D/L = 0.255 had the flow over the place bridging the

cavity and allowing for a satisfactory separation. These results match previous studies [48]

into characteristics of empty supersonic cavities showing that the flow features found cannot

be ignored if a store is also in the cavity.

In 1986, Baysal provided a report on the computational analysis of cavity flow fields with

regard to store separation [49]. A notable flow feature identified around cavities include

oscillations caused by a highly vortical shear layer at the upper corner of the cavity and

counter rotating eddies near the bottom corners. The shear layer also has the the option

of bridging over the cavity, usually seen with deeper geometries, or deflecting inwards and

possibly reattaching with the bottom of the cavity. Oscillatory resonant effects were found

to be caused by the fluid’s compressibility, surface wave phenomena, and solid boundaries

coupling with oscillations. Taylor-Görtler like vortices can also form around the cavity in

zones between the primary eddy and downstream secondary eddy which resonates providing

or extracting mass from the cavity. When combined, these oscillations can cause extreme

forces on both vehicles along with altering stores’ trajectories as they cross through the

shear layer. Baysal’s work in this report and later papers [50] also looked into two different

mathematical models of the conservative Navier-Stokes equations with turbulence modeled

algebraically: the line-Gauss-Seidel relaxation scheme and the MacCormack scheme. They

showed that an upwind relaxation scheme is the best for overall efficiency.

Until the late 1980s, almost all supersonic store separation studies were done with flow

less than Mach 4, however, as vehicles became capable, flow phenomenon in the hypersonic

regime (above around Mach 5) were becoming of interest. Due to the extreme complexity
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and cost needed to conduct real world experiments on hypersonic vehicles, CFD analysis was

preferred. One of the first computational looks into hypersonic store separation was done by

Chow and Marconi at the Grumman Corporation [15] using a Navier-Stokes solution based

on the ARC3D code. Calculations required for a practical problem were shown to require

many an excessive number of points and convergence was only possible for simple problems.

Qualitative results could be had from their solutions with aerodynamic force calculations

good enough for some engineering applications but similar issues to supersonic studies with

capturing bow shock/boundary layer interactions and reflected shock waves still persisted.

An impact theory methodology was also being investigated during the same time period

by Newman et al. [16] for the aerodynamic coefficients with trajectories calculated using a

6DOF dynamics code. This method provided valuable engineering insights into high Mach

number (Mach 10 through Mach 20) store separations but, like others, was not accurate in

the near body region when the two vehicles are in close proximity creating a reflected shock

systems. Hypersonic store separation was also being studied experimentally by a group

at the General Dynamics Convair Division in collaboration with the Air Force Armament

Laboratory [51]. This team looked at separation phenomenon of a store ejected from the aft

plane of an axisymmetric vehicle launched from an light gas gun along with non-intrusive

flowfield measurements techniques. They displayed that interferometry was a useful tool in

correlating experimental data to CFD techniques.

Navier-Stokes based CFD solutions in the mid 1990s matured to the point of being a

valuable tool for engineering design work of supersonic vehicles. During this time, major

collaborative computational efforts and resources were being allocated toward understanding

launch and reentry aerodynamics of the current space shuttle [52, 53] along with correlating

previous X-15 hypersonic flight tests with current CFD methodologies [54]. This decision

was driven by the United Stated demand for a reusable launch vehicle capable of providing

routine and affordable access to space. The only vehicles capable were powered by rocket

engines which were limiting as a result of the specific impulse limit of chemical rocket engines

[55]. Airbreathing engines were desired as a single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) airbreathing vehicle

were thought to be able to lower costs significantly. The National Aero-Space Plane Program

(NASP) was an attempt at a SSTO airbreathing vehicle, however, was canceled in 1995 due
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to a lack of funding and increasing complexity. NASP was not a total loss as it provided

methodologies and technology to manufacture a viable scramjet (supersonic combustion

ramjet) engine along with other technologies for hypersonic flight. Scramjet engines were

thought of as the answer to high specific impulse propulsion but needed a flight demonstration

for wide acceptance leading to the creation of the NASA’s Hyper-X program. The Hyper-X

program would use a low cost hypersonic vehicle with an integrated scramjet engine which

would be dropped from a B-52 and propelled by a Pegasus first stage in order to reach speeds

necessary for engine ignition and operation. The separation analysis of the vehicle from the

Pegasus booster is of interest to the store separation process as methodologies and data can

be interchangeable between the two.

Baysal and Luo in the late 1990s provided some of the first Hyper-X separation studies

[56, 57] preformed at or above Mach 5 using a dynamic unstructured mesh technique done as

a proof of concept. They employed a finite-element method to solve the three-dimensional

Euler equations combined with a 2 DOF trajectory simulation. A method for aerodynamic

interference was created by solving static cases using prescribed motion then applying

resulting interaction forces to test cases. Results showed a strong dependence of the unsteady

forces and moments on aerodynamic interference between the two vehicles and appeared

to be a highly nonlinear function of the separation distance. Issues were identified with

their method including accounting for viscous effects and and studying realistic separation

scenarios, but Baysal and Luo were able to show that this computational approach could be

used to decrease the amount of ground and flight testing needed allowing for cheaper and

faster analysis campaigns.

Buning et al. provide an additional computational study [58] in 2001 on stage separation

of the Hyper-X which was correlated with a wind tunnel test campaign [59] to provide

a extensive database. Both viscous and inviscid techniques were used to understand

the unsteady effects and the impact of interference between the booster and research

vehicle. Results showed that, while intense, the initial aerodynamic transients are short

in duration. Analyses were shown to be possible for the interfering bodies and a quasi-

steady modeling approach for separation aerodynamics was deemed appropriate. This study

was also instrumental in understanding the accuracy available with inviscid and viscous
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CFD techniques along with providing insights into expanding wind tunnel results into flight

conditions.

An additional notable project to develop the computational analysis capability for

unsteady, viscous, and hypersonic vehicles with internal store separation was published in

2001 from David Marcum [60]. Their method used an ”advanced implicit high-resolution

flow field solution algorithm” combined with a novel unstructured grid generation procedure

called the Advancing-Front/Local-Reconnection. Their methodology was preformed on a

generic hypersonic vehicle with a small kinetic energy weapon separating from within a

cavity on top of the vehicle, however, results were just to demonstrate the basic capabilities

of the tools developed.

While store separation typically involves a relatively small vehicle being separated from

a much larger parent vehicle, it is beneficial to look at cases where two vehicles of similar

size are separated from each other in order to see if the vehicle size has an influence

over prior results. NASA led a research effort to support the stage separation and ascent

aerothermodynamics research program where two Langley Glide-Back Boosters (a generic

wing-body configuration) would be separated at speeds from Mach 2.3 to Mach 10 [61, 62].

The Euler and Navier-Stokes simulation results were in good agreement to wind tunnel tests

in both qualitative trends and absolute values with small discrepancies being accounted for.

These results further show the merit of using similar Navier-Stokes based flow solutions

applied to hypersonic store separations to acquire accurate trajectories and body forces.

The early 2000s also saw improvements to CFD technology applied to hypersonic

aerothermodynamics from Gnoffo who presented a paper addressing several challenges of

the time regarding grid generation and adaption, solution algorithms, and code validation

[63]. An adjoint approach to grid generation was shown to be justified as it would provide

feedback on the quality of the grids and whether refining or coarsening should be done.

Unstructured grid approaches were also shown to be slightly inferior to other techniques,

especially regarding heating, as it is difficult to provide high-order accuracy of gradients.

Code validation techniques based on experimental data of ”unit” flow problems were shown

to be ideal as initial and boundary conditions are complicated as a result of an increasing

push for higher enthalpy hypersonic flows. Flight tests and direct numerical simulation
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(DNS) are the best sources of validation data, but as these methods are not always possible,

uncertainty quantification is often necessary. Many points of divergence can be identified

using simple geometry code validation cases (such as cylinders and flared cones) which can

be corrected when studying more complex geometries.

Higher fidelity research has been done on the flow physics around a cavity at supersonic

speeds and an engineer’s ability to potentially alter their characteristics to achieve more

desirable store separation dynamics. A number of different techniques to control the shear

layer over the cavity allowing for it to not impinge on the rear wall have been theorized;

however, the main area of study has been non-mechanical devices as to minimize forces acting

on the carrier vehicle. A group from The Boeing Company experimented with slot-jet/micro-

jet to lift the shear layer over the cavity [64]. They used RANS and LES computations to

analyze the Mach 2 flow over a shallow cavity to check viability as well as understand the

altered acoustic states. Results showed a significant suppression of the acoustic loads (in

the range of 20 dB difference) when implementing the slot-jet along with lifting the shear

layer over the back wall of the cavity. The computational methods used in this study, while

accurate, are computationally costly leading others to study low-order modeling of micro-jets

in attempt to minimize development time. Sahoo et al. [65] derived a low-order model to

capture the dominate mechanisms determining the store trajectory with and without using

micro-jets. Their method was able to match qualitative trends with experiments showing that

the micro-jet pressure can effect the separation dynamics: small pressure micro-jets allow

for clean separation compared to no control with high pressure jets. Other non-intrusive

methods for shear layer control have been studied, using energy deposition [66] for example,

although minimal research has been performed on their effectiveness at hypersonic speeds.

More recent studies in 2015 have looked into the effect of pressure fluctuations within

a supersonic cavity with and without a store to determine the structural impacts on the

carrier vehicle. Robertson et al. [67] provides a comprehensive study using experiments and

CFD on a relatively shallow cavity using Mach 2 flow and a range of Reynolds numbers to

understand these processes. Resonant flow features and pressure fluctuations were shown

to be well predicted with the presence of a generic store in the cavity altering resonance

characteristics. Other more advanced hybrid RANS/LES computational methods [68] would
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also be studied, finding similar conclusions. While the aeroacoustics for hypersonic cavities

have been studied to some degree thanks to flame holding mechanisms in scramjet engines,

the impact of a store placed in a cavity with hypersonic flow is not well studied.

As has been shown, CFD and experimental analysis of realistic hypersonic store

separation is still in its infancy due to technological requirements not being met and a

focus on operational store separations (typically in the transonic and supersonic regime,)

along with some information being closely guarded for national security reasons. Recently,

hypersonic vehicles have seen a resurgence in popularity due to new requirements in the

modern battlefield and needs for the future of spaceflight; an understanding of the processes

associated are paramount for a safe, low risk operation. High fidelity viscous Navier-Stokes

CFD solvers have been shown to be the most accurate prediction method currently available

and will be utilized in this study.
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Chapter 3: Analysis Methodologies

3.1 Store Model

A representative geometry was chosen that does not mimic any geometry which would be

used in the real word but could still provide useful data trends of use to the hypersonics

field. The seven degree half angle cone sown in Fig. 10 was chosen for its prior ubiquity in

hypersonic fundamental work and static CoP according to previous work of Ostapenko [9]

and Hyslp et al. [8]. The non-dimensional model uses a length of one with a nose radius

0.1% of it’s length that meets tangentially with the conical section. To dimensionalize the

store for calculating 6DOF trajectories, an experimental model from Hyslp et al. [8] was

closely matched resulting in the geometric and inertial properties found in Table 1 that are

non-dimensionalized using the vehicle’s length and free stream dynamic pressure of each

run. The model is 250 mm long and weighs 669.73 g. The center of gravity was chosen

to be 66.59% aft of the nose which coincides with the center of pressure calculated from

the 6DOF CFD simulation at it’s initial position (a discussion on this will be provided in

the results section). This was done to minimize any applied moments on the model due to

stabilizing forces. while at an angle-of-attack behind the shock along with exemplifying any

forces caused by passing through the shock.

3.2 Computational Methodology

3.2.1 Governing Equations

All simulations were performed using the OVERFLOW 2.3e [14] code developed and

maintained by NASA. This is a structured, overset, Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes

(RANS) solver using a density-based, node-centered, and finite-difference approach. OVER-

FLOW 2.3e is capable of simulating two-dimensional, axisymmetric, and three-dimensional

geometries, and supports six degree-of-freedom (6DOF) motion along with off-body grid
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adaptation. The Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) are separated into a

mean and fluctuation parts given in Cartesian coordinates as

ρūj
∂ūi

∂xj

= ρf̄i +
∂

∂xj

[
−p̄δij + µ

(
∂ūi

∂xj

+
∂ūj

∂xi

)
− ρu′

iu
′
j

]
(3.1)

where the left hand side is the change in momentum, ρf̄i represents the mean body force,

and the rest is the isotropic stress due to the mean pressure field (p̄δij), viscous stresses

(µ
(

∂ūi

∂xj
+

∂ūj

∂xi

)
), and Reynolds stresses (ρu′

iu
′
j) [69]. The Reynolds stress term is a result

of fluctuations in the flow field and requires additional modeling, typically in the form of

turbulence models, to close the RANS equations for solving.

3.2.2 Coordinate Transformation

The Navier-Stokes equations are solved implicitly once transformed into an arbitrary

curvilinear space. This can be examined by using a different formulation of the equations

given as [70],

∂q⃗

∂t
+

∂

∂ξ

(
E⃗ − E⃗ν

)
+

∂

∂η

(
F⃗ − F⃗ν

)
+

∂

∂ζ

(
G⃗− G⃗ν

)
= 0 (3.2)

where q⃗ is the vector of conserved variables and E⃗, F⃗ , and G⃗ are the inviscid fluxes which

are

q⃗ = J−1



ρ

ρu

ρv

ρw

ρe0


, E⃗ = J−1



ρU

ρuU + ξxP

ρvU + ξyP

ρwU + ξzP

U(ρeo + P )− ξtP


, F⃗ = J−1



ρV

ρuV + ηxP

ρvV + ηyP

ρwV + ηzP

V (ρeo + P )− ηtP


,
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G⃗ = J−1



ρW

ρuW + ζxP

ρvW + ζyP

ρwW + ζzP

V (ρeo + P )− ζzP


(3.3)

The contravariant velocities U , V , and W in Eq. 3.3 are written as

U = ξt + ξxu+ ξyv + ξzw

V = ηt + ηxu+ ηyv + ηzw

W = ζt + ζxu+ ζyv + ζzw (3.4)

The viscous flux terms are given by

E⃗ν = J−1



0

ξxτxx + ξyτxy + ξzτxz

ξxτyx + ξyτyy + ξzτyz

ξxτzx + ξyτzy + ξzτzz

ξxβx + ξyβy + ξzβz


, F⃗ν = J−1



0

ηxτxx + ηyτxy + ηzτxz

ηxτyx + ηyτyy + ηzτyz

ηxτzx + ηyτzy + ηzτzz

ηxβx + ηyβy + ηzβz


,

G⃗ν = J−1



0

ζxτxx + ζyτxy + ζzτxz

ζxτyx + ζyτyy + ζzτyz

ζxτzx + ζyτzy + ζzτzz

ζxβx + ζyβy + ζzβz


(3.5)

where
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τxx = λ (ux + vy + wz) + 2µux τxy = τyx = µ (uy + vx)

τyy = λ (ux + vy + wz) + 2µvy τyz = τzy = µ (vz + wy)

τzz = λ (ux + vy + wz) + 2µwz τxz = τzx = µ (uz + wx)

βx = γκPr−1∂xe1 + uτxx + vτxy + wτxz βy = γκPr−1∂ye1 + uτyx + vτyy + wτyz

βz = γκPr−1∂ze1 + uτzx + vτzy + wτzz e1 = eρ−1 − 0.5
(
u2 + v2 + w2

)
λ is from the Stokes’ hypothesis given as −2/3µ, the dynamic viscosity is µ = ν/ρ, the ratio

of specific heats is γ, the coefficient of thermal conductivity is κ, and Pr is the Prandtl

number. The terms u, v, and w are the traditional Cartesian velocity components. The

Cartesian derivatives (ux, vy, wz, etc.) are expanded in the curvilinear coordinates using the

chain rule as show in

ux = ξxuξ + ηxuη + ζxuζ (3.6)

The pressure P term in Eq. 3.3 is defined using the ideal gas law as

P = (γ − 1)
[
e− 0.5ρ

(
u2 + v2 + w2

)]
(3.7)

The transformation derivatives in Eq. 3.4 and Eq. 3.5 are found from chain-rule expansion

as

ξx = J (yηzζ − yζzη) ηx = J (zξyζ − yξzζ)

ξy = J (zηxζ − xηzζ) ηy = J (xξzζ − xζzξ)

ξz = J (xηyζ − yηxζ) ηz = J (yξxζ − xξyζ)

ηx = J (yξzη − zξyη) ξt = −xtξx − ytξy − ztξz

ηy = J (xηzξ − xξzη) ηt = −xtηx − ytηy − ztηz

ηz = J (xξzη − yξxη) ζt = −xtζx − ytζy − ztζz
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and the Jacobian J from Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.5, as well as the spatial transformation

derivatives, is given as

J−1 = xξyηzζ + xζyξzη + xηyζzξ − xξyζzη − xηyξzζ − xζyηzξ (3.8)

3.2.3 Flux Calculations

All simulations were run using a 5th-order spatial weighted essentially non-oscillatory

(WENO5) reconstruction scheme [71] with a Godunov type scheme, as formulated by Harten,

Lax, and Van Leer (HLL) [72], to calculate the convective fluxes at the computational grid

cell interfaces from Eq. 3.2.

The generic Godunov flux scheme can be examined by simplifying Eq. 3.2 to just the

1-D Euler equation in the ξ direction:

∂U⃗

∂t
+

∂F⃗

∂ξ
= 0 (3.9)

where U⃗ is the vector of conserved variables and F⃗ is the inviscid flux vector in the ξ direction

given as

U⃗ =


ρ

ρu

ρe0

 , F⃗ =


ρu

ρu2 + P

(ρe0 + P )u

 (3.10)

Eq. 3.9 is discretized to get

U⃗n+1
i = U⃗n

i − ∆t

∆x
(F⃗i+1/2 − F⃗i−1/2) (3.11)

where ∆t and ∆x are the temporal and spatial increments respectively. The left and right

running waves on both sides of the interface must first be solved by using the WENO5

scheme. The WENO scheme achieves a higher order approximation by taking the sum

of three third-order approximations. Each of these third-order reconstructions stencils are
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weighted in a way to minimize oscillations common in higher-order schemes in regions of

high gradients such as shocks. Using qj to represent the flux value in the current cell and

qj+ 1
2
as the interface value, the fifth-order left and right variables can be written as

q̂L
j+ 1

2

= wL
1 q̂

L1
j+ 1

2

+ wL
2 q̂

L2
j+ 1

2

+ wL
3 q̂

L3
j+ 1

2

q̂R
j+ 1

2

= wR
1 q̂

R1
j+ 1

2

+ wR
2 q̂

R2
j+ 1

2

+ wR
3 q̂

R3
j+ 1

2

(3.12)

where the three flux reconstructions for the left and right-running waves are

q̂L1
j+ 1

2

= 1
3
qj−2 − 7

6
qj−1 +

11
6
qj

q̂L2
j+ 1

2

= −1
6
qj−1 +

5
6
qj +

1
3
qj+1

q̂L3
j+ 1

2

= 1
3
qj +

5
6
qj+1 − 1

6
qj+2

q̂R1
j+ 1

2

= 1
3
qj+3 − 7

6
qj+2 +

11
6
qj+1

q̂R2
j+ 1

2

= −1
6
qj+2 +

5
6
qj+1 +

1
3
qj

q̂R3
j+ 1

2

= 1
3
qj+1 +

5
6
qj − 1

6
qj−1

(3.13)

The modified weights in Eq. 3.12 are given by

ωk =
ω̃k∑3
i=1 ω̃i

(3.14)

and

ω̃k =
γk

(ϵ+ βk)2
(3.15)

γ1 =
1

10
, γ2 =

3

5
, γ3 =

3

10

The γk terms are the optimal weights for each stencil, and the βk terms are smoothness

indicators shown as
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βL
1 = 13

12
(qj−2 − 2qj−1 + qj)

2 + 1
4
(qj−2 − 4qj−1 + 3qj)

2

βL
2 = 13

12
(qj−1 − 2qj + qj+1)

2 + 1
4
(qj−1 − qj+1)

2

βL
3 = 13

12
(qj − 2qj+1 + qj+2)

2 + 1
4
(3qj − 4qj+1 + qj+2)

2

βR
1 = 13

12
(qj+3 − 2qj+2 + qj+1)

2 + 1
4
(qj+3 − 4qj+1 + 3qj+1)

2

βR
2 = 13

12
(qj+2 − 2qj+1 + qj)

2 + 1
4
(qj+2 − qj)

2

βR
3 = 13

12
(qj+1 − 2qj + qj−1)

2 + 1
4
(3qj+1 − 4qj + qj−1)

2

(3.16)

The HLL scheme, HLLE++ [73, 74] specifically, approximates the Riemann problem

with two propagating waves of speeds SL and SR representing the smallest and largest signal

speeds in which information is passed. The single state Riemann solution is given by

U⃗HLLE++ =


U⃗L if SL > 0

U⃗∗ if SL ≤ 0 ≤ SR

U⃗R if SR < 0

 (3.17)

Where ÛL and ÛR are found by Eq. 3.12 and the intermediate state U⃗∗ is

U⃗∗ =
SRU⃗R − SLU⃗L − (F⃗R − F⃗L)

SR − SL

(3.18)

The flux term found by the HLLE++ scheme is written as

F⃗HLLE++(U⃗L, U⃗R) =
S+F⃗ (U⃗L)− S−F⃗ (U⃗R)

S+ − S− +
S+S−

S+ − S− (U⃗R − U⃗L −
∑
p

δpα̂pR̂p) (3.19)

where

S+ = MAX{SR, 0}

S− = MIN{SL, 0} (3.20)

SR = MAX{λ̂2, (u+ a)R}
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SL = MIN{λ̂3, (u− a)L} (3.21)

The Roe-averaged eigenvalues of the inviscid flux Jacobians are

λ̂1,2,3 = [û, û+ â, û− â] (3.22)

α̂p represent the coefficients associated with the linear degenerated and nonlinear fields of

characteristic waves which expand U⃗R − U⃗L in terms of the right eigenvectors fo the Roe

averaged flux Jacobians R̂p given as

α̂p = L̂p(U⃗R − U⃗L) (3.23)

L̂p represents the left eigenvalue matrix of the Roe averaged flux Jacobian. δp is the anti-

diffusion term used to remove excess numerical dissipation in the linear degenerated fields

and can be defined as

δ1 =
â

|u|+ â

δ2 = δ3 = 0 (3.24)

u is the approximated speed of the contact discontinuity. This term is found using a

switching function based of a pressure sensor kp calculated along grid lines in order to

minimize encountering the ”carbuncle” phenomenon when in the presence of strong shocks

while still maintaining the low numerical dissipation scheme in boundary layers. This

switch is controlled by taking the maximum value of the pressure sensor function in each

computational direction (ξ, η, ζ) defined as

kp = ABS

(
pi+1 − 2pi + pi−1

pi+1 + 2pi + pi−1

)
(3.25)

with contact discontinuity speed found by

|u| = β|û|+ (1− β)â (3.26)

Where the switching function β is
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β =

 0.0 if Swi,j,k
> 1.0/DELTA

1− tanh(10ϕ3
p) otherwise

 (3.27)

ϕp = MAX
(
Swi,j,k

/DELTA, 0
)

Swi,j,k
= MAX l=i−1,i+1

m=j−1,j+1
n=k−1,k+1

(
kpi,m,n

)
Swi,j,k

is the maximum of kp for all of the neighboring points in all directions. The term

DELTA is used in OVERFLOW to control the sensor sensitivity usually in the range of

1 to 10. To find the eigenvalues, the switching function is used to combine the HLLE

eigenvalues (λHLLE) and a version of the eigenvalues from the Roe approximate Riemann

solver (λRoe) employing an entropy fix. The entropy fix is done because the Roe scheme can

cause nonphysical expansion shocks near sonic or stagnation points which requires limiting

eigenvalues to enforce the entropy condition [73]. These eigenvalues are formulated as

λHLLE++ = βλHLLE + (1− β)λRoe (3.28)

Where the Roe eigenvalues are

λRoe,1 = MAX(|û|, â)

λRoe,2 = H(|û+ â|, ϵ)

λRoe,3 = H(|û− â|, ϵ)

(3.29)

ϵ is chosen as 0.3(|û|+ â) where H is an entropy fix defined as

H(|λ|, ϵ) =

 |λ| if |λ| > ϵ

λ2+ϵ2

2ϵ
if |λ| ≤ ϵ

 (3.30)

and the HLLE eigenvalues are
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λHLLE,1 = ((S+ + S−)û− 2.0(1− δ1)(S+S−))/(S+ − S−)

λHLLE,2 = ((S+ + S−)(û+ â)− 2.0(1− δ2)(S+S−))/(S+ − S−)

λHLLE,3 = ((S+ + S−)(û− â)− 2.0(1− δ3)(S+S−))/(S+ − S−)

(3.31)

This HLLE++ scheme is used over other flux schemes due to its reduced susceptibility to

carbuncles, reduced dissipation for boundary layers, and not allowing nonphysical expansion

shocks.

3.2.4 Time Discretization

In order to Discretize the Navier-Stokes equation shown in Eq. 3.2, the general matrix form

is assumed to be Ax = b. Eq. 3.2 can be written in a linearized implicit form, including

subiterations, as [14, 75]

[
I +

∆t

(1 + θ)∆τ
+

∆t

1 + θ

(
∂A

∂ξ
+

∂B

∂η
+

∂C

∂ζ

)]
∆qn+1,m+1 =

−
[(
qn+1,m − qn

)
− θ

1 + θ
∆qn +

∆t

1 + θ
RHSn+1,m

]
(3.32)

Where θ = 0 for first order time differencing, and θ = 1
2
for second order time differencing.

∆t is the user chosen time-step, and ∆τ is a pseudo time that may change depending on

location when using a local time step. The artificial time term ∆t
(1+θ)∆τ

is added for dual time

stepping and is not included when performing Newton subiterations. In order to maintain

time accuracy when using dual time-stepping, this artificial time must converge at each

physical time step. The viscous and inviscid fluxes of Eq. 3.2 are represented in the RHS

term. ∆qn+1,m+1 is the change in the conserved variables at the latest time step (n+1) and

subiteration (m+ 1). The number of subiterations are defined by an input by the user and

used to increase convergence rates when using multiple overset grids.

To solve the assumed general matrix form, A must be inverted. If a direct inversion

method were used, the computational time and physical memory allocation required would

be a hindrance. Instead, many solution methods approximately factor this matrix in
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space which can greatly decrease memory requirements as well as solution time per time-

step, however, minimum required time-steps for unsteady problems can become excessive.

Another unfactored method is available using relaxation procedures such as the Symmetric

Successive Over-Relaxation (SSOR) algorithm and is used for this work. This unfactored

approach allows for non-prohibitive time-steps at the cost of more physical memory as the

entire implicit flux jacobian matrix must be stored. The SSOR algorithm implemented in

OVERFLOW [75] can be written as

∆qmm+1
j,k,l = (1− Ω)∆qmm

j,k,l + Ω(RHS − AL∆qmm−1
j−1,k,l − AR∆qmm−1

j+1,k,l

−BL∆qmk1
j,k−1,l −BR∆qmk2

j,k+1,l − CL∆qml1
j,k,l−1 − CR∆qml2

j,k,l+1 (3.33)

Where the L and R subscripts represent the left and right blocks of the tridiagonal matrices

respectively. Ω is the relaxation parameter which is typically 0.9. The overbar represents a

premultiply by the inverse of the diagonal matrix AD + BD + CD with the diagonal block

of the tridiagonal matrices denoted by the D subscript. The update level of ∆q during the

iterative matrix solution is denoted as mm. A forward Jacobi sweep is used in j and a

symmetric Gauss-Seidel sweep in k and l with the forward and backward sweeps defined as

mk1 = mm+ 1, mk2 = mm, ml1 = mm+ 1, mk2 = mm (3.34)

and

mk1 = mm, mk2 = mm+ 1, ml1 = mm, mk2 = mm+ 1 (3.35)

respectively. Multiple symmetric sweeps are done for each subiteration.

3.2.5 Turbulence Modeling

OVERFLOW’s RANS model is based on the Boussinesq eddy-viscosity hypothesis which

assumes the Reynolds stresses have a linear relation to the mean strain rate tensor [76] given

as
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τij = 2µ̃t

(
S̃ij −

1

3

∂ũk

∂xk

δij

)
− 2

3
ρ̄kδij (3.36)

where τij is approximately the Reynolds stress term and µ̃ij is the eddy viscosity which will

be found from the turbulance model. The strain tensor (S̃ij) is equivalent to
(

∂ũi

∂x
+

∂ũj

∂xk

)
/2.

OVERFLOW will compute the strain tensor in the turbulence model and outputs u′v′ by

rearranging the previous equations to get

u′v′ ≈ − µ̃t

ρ̄

(
∂ũ

∂y
+

∂ṽ

∂x

)
= −2

µ̃t

ρ̄
S̃12 (3.37)

Turbulence modeling was done using the Spalart-Allmaras (SA) model [77] variant, SA-

neg-noft2 [75, 78, 79]. The base Spalart-Allmaras formulation models eddy viscosity using

a single-equation turbulence model that computes the transport of the working variable ν̃.

The Boussinesq eddy-viscosity assumption is used to evaluate the Reynolds stresses where

the eddy viscosity νt is

νt = ν̃fv1, fv1 =
χ3

χ3 + c3v1
, χ ≡ ν̃

ν
(3.38)

χ is the turbulent Reynolds number and ν is the kinematic viscosity. The transport equation

can be formulated as

Dν̃

Dt
= cb1S̃ν̃ +

1

σs

[∇((ν + ν̃)∇ν̃) + cb2(∇ν̃ · ∇ν̃)]− cw1fw

[
ν̃

d

]2
(3.39)

where cb1S̃ν̃ and cw1fw
[
ν̃
d

]2
are the production and wall destruction terms respectively. S̃ is

the modified vorticity where Ω will represent the vorticity magnitude and d the distance to

the closest wall as show in
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S̃ = Ω+
ν̃

κ2d2
fν2 Ω =

√
2WijWij

d = y fw = g
1 + c6w3

g6 + c6w3

1
6

fν2 = 1− χ

1 + χfν1
g = r + cw2(r

6 − r)

r =
ν̃

S̃k2d2

where the remaining terms are calibrated constants given by

κ = 0.41 cb1 = 0.1355

σs =
2

3
cb2 = 0.622

cw1 =
cb1
k2

+
1 + cb2

σ
cw2 = 0.3

cw3 = 2 cν1 = 7.1

with κ being the Kármán constant.

3.2.6 Rigid-Body Dynamics

In order to allow for six degree-of-freedom rigid body dynamics in OVERFLOW, the flow

solver uses a separate body dynamics along with a collision detection and modeling solver

to complete each full iteration [80]. The periodicity of the body dynamics solver is a user

defined value relative to the flow solver’s iteration (i.e. for every 10 flow solver iterations, the

body dynamics are updated once). The collision detection and modeling was omitted from

the process as any collisions were deemed not acceptable and would end the simulation.

The flow solver will produce the surface stresses on the vehicle that are then combined

with the possible impact forces of a collision to input the three transnational and rotational

forces acting on the body into the body dynamics solver. All relations are derived from the
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Newtonian linear momentum principle where the expression for translation of the body’s

center of mass is

F = F aero + F applied + F body = mẍ (3.40)

By assuming that forces are constant over the time step, Eq. 3.40 can be integrated twice

to get an expression for the body’s center of mass as a function of time

xn+1 =
1

2m
F⃗ n∆t2 + vn∆t+ xn (3.41)

Euler’s equations are used to model the body’s rotational motion. By using the body

fixed coordinate system aligned with the body principal axes of inertia, the off-diagonal

components of the body’s inertia tensor are zero allowing Euler’s equations to be written as

Ti = Iiiω̇i − (Ijj − Ikk)ωjωk

Tj = Ijjω̇j − (Ikk − Iii)ωkωi

Tk = Ikkω̇k − (Iii − Ijj)ωiωj

(3.42)

where the subscripts j, k, and l are the body-fixed coordinate frame directions. The equations

in 3.42 are then solved numerically to get the angular velocities at the next time step. It

must be noted that OVERFLOW stores the angular velocities in the inertial frame which

are converted into the body-fixed frame for the body dynamics solver, then back into the

inertial frame.

3.2.7 Computational Grids

Due to OVERFLOW [14] being a finite-difference solver, structured, overset computational

grids are needed. These grids consist of two distinct regions: near-body grids and off-

body grids. Near-body grids are those that define a surface’s geometry and immediate

surroundings defined and constructed by the user with grid generation tools (Pointwise [81]

and Chimera Grid Tools [82] in this case.) Off-boy grids are then either automatically

generated around surfaces of interest using built-in domain connectivity functions in
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OVERFLOW or created manually. Off-body grids successively reduce in resolution until

reaching the far-field boundaries. In order to use the fifth-order WENO stencil and get

accurate flux reconstruction, three fringe points, or overlap layers, are used. X-RAYS [83] are

then used in the domain connectivity process to remove grid points located within surfaces.

The off-body grid generation and domain connectivity steps are done once every number of

user defined flow-solver iterations during time accurate, moving body simulations to move

refined regions in relation to the bodies they are trying to resolve along with preventing

orphan points due to insufficient grid overlap.

Near and off-body grid generation followed the best practices outlined by Spalart [84] with

initial y+ values around 0.667 for surfaces and a smaller global maximum stretching ratio

of 1.15. An additional user generated refinement region was added just aft of the geometry

in-order to accurately capture the immediate wake region. The most refined level of off body-

grid was chosen to closely match that of the outer region of the near-body grid. This level of

refinement was extended at least one body length aft of the store to accurately capture the

wake, and extended sufficiently radially of the vehicle to capture the shock. Grids extend

sufficiently as to never interfere with the refined regions regardless of the vehicles location

during the simulations.

Two grid systems were created that are specialized for each run. Each domain uses the

same near-body grids pictured in Fig. 11. for sweeping the body through angle-of-attacks,

an additional refinement region for the wake which uses built-in off-body grid generation

that adapts based on the store’s orientation shown in Fig. 12. For the 6DOF runs, two off-

body grid levels were used extending the one body length aft of the vehicle and tracking it’s

location and orientation. For the run passing through an oblique shock, the top boundary

needs refinement around the initial shock location. This grid was user defined along with

a shock aligned refinement region roughly matching the resolution of the furthest layer of

the near-body grids in order to minimize varying shock thicknesses caused changing grid

spacing. An additional user generated refinement region was added just aft of the geometry

in-order to accurately capture the immediate wake region. Due to the complexity of our

refined grids, the coarsest grid levels were also user defined roughly capturing the vehicle’s
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predicted trajectory. These grids are shown for a position mid-run in Figs. 13 and 14. The

grid systems roughly total 15 and 25 million points, respectively.

3.2.8 Simulation Inputs and Boundary Conditions

The prescribed motion was run using Mach 7 free flow with a Reynolds’s number of 4.65×106

and temperature of 83.34 ◦R, matching wind tunnel conditions from a free flight experiment

by Hyslop et al. [8] that will be used as a verification, and 6DOF simulations were run

using a Mach number of 7 at a Reynolds number of 8.64× 106. Solutions were started using

a local time stepping to advect and damp start-up transients, then a static time-accurate

static solution was found using a maximum of 30 Newton sub-iterations with convergence

determined by steady force and moment coefficients. Motion was then activated and data

was logged. A global physical time step of 1×10−7 was used determined by the time it takes

a particle to flow roughly one grid unit on the surface of the vehicle. This value is small due

to the high flow velocities associated with each run. Grid connectivity was updated every

100 iterations. The vehicle walls are modeled as viscous adiabatic walls.

For the shock crossing simulation, the upper domain boundary uses a prescribed inflow

condition to generate an oblique shock wave. The wave angle was chosen to be 20◦ (resulting

in a 13.52◦ flow deflection angle) to mimic a possible shock angle created by parent vehicle.

This inflow condition is specified using oblique shock theory shown in Eqs. 3.43-3.47 to

determine the flow properties behind a desired wave angle with the upstream Mach number

set to the free-stream Mach number.

cot(a) = tan(s)

[
(γ + 1)M2

2(M2sin2(s)− 1)
− 1

]
(3.43)

M2
1 sin

2(s− a) =
((γ − 1)M2sin2(s)) + 2

(2γM2sin2(s))− (γ − 1)
(3.44)

T1

T0

=
[(2γM2sin2(s))− (γ − 1)][((γ − 1)M2sin2(s)) + 2]

(γ + 1)2M2sin2(s)
(3.45)
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p1
p0

=
(2γM2sin2(s))− (γ − 1))

γ + 1
(3.46)

ρ1
ρ0

=
(γ + 1)M2sin2(s))

((γ − 1)M2sin2(s)) + 2
(3.47)

The subscripts 0 and 1 represent the upstream and downstream conditions respectively with

s denoting the shock angle and a the flow deflection angle. The left and right far field

boundaries relative to the vehicle are set to symmetry with no reflection planes to continue

the oblique shock wave and Riemann characteristic inflow/outflow are used for all other

far-field boundary conditions.

Force and moment calculations were handled using MIXSUR [85] and calculated every

10 iterations using the Eqs. 3.48 with 6DOF trajectory handled internally by OVERFLOW.

Clift =
ˆFlift

Q̂∞ ˆAref
Cmx = M̂x

Q̂∞ ˆLref
ˆAref

Cdrag =
ˆFdrag

Q̂∞ ˆAref
Cmy =

M̂y

Q̂∞ ˆLref
ˆAref

Cside =
ˆFside

Q̂∞ ˆAref
Cmz =

M̂z

Q̂∞ ˆLref
ˆAref

(3.48)

Clift, Cdrag, and Cside are the force coefficients in each direction. Cmx, Cmx, and Cmx are

the moment coefficients in each direction. Q∞ is the free stream dynamic pressure, L the

reference length, and A the reference area with the hat representing a non-dimensional

value. In these equations, M represents the applied moment. Coefficients use the length

of the vehicle as the reference length and the total integrated area as the area reference

with moments being taken at either the nose or CoG. Body motion is defined based on

the Geometry Manipulation Protocol [14] which uses body force and moment coefficients

combined with user defined inputs for 6DOF simulations. for the 6DOF simulations, an

initial downward ejection velocity of 2.5 m/s was given on the first iteration then 6DOF

dynamics selected for the remaining iterations.
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3.3 Postprocessing

The force and moment, residual, and trajectory data outputs from OVERFLOW were

exported using Chimera Grid Tools [82]. All plotting, visualization, and data manipulation

was preformed using a combination of MATLAB [86] and FieldView 21 [87].
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Chapter 4: Results

4.1 Store Aerodynamic Properties

Before running complex simulations with multiple influential forces on the vehicle, it is

advantageous to understand and validate our model in free flight against experiments and

theory. To get a reference point, A simulation was run using Mach 7 free flow with a

Reynolds’s number of 4.65E6 and temperature of 83.34 ◦R. The AoA was swept by rotating

the vehicle around its center from 0◦ to 45◦ with force and moment coefficients logged every

0.01◦. The resulting force and moment coefficients along with lift to drag ration are plotted

in Figs. 18, 19, and 20 respectively. This simulation was run at similar flow conditions to a

free flight wind tunnel experiment of the same geometry performed by Hyslop and McGilvary

[8] which tested tested AoAs from -7◦ to 7◦. When comparing our simulation results in the

same AoA range, we see good agreement in lift, drag, and pitching moment coefficients.

CoP is calculated using Eq 4.1 where x represents the length from the nose to grid node

location in the x direction . The CoP location is plotted in Fig. 21 at 4.5◦ AoA increments.

CoP =

∫
x p(x) dx∫
p(x) dx

(4.1)

A numerical integration is done using FieldView which takes the sum of average pressure

values over each surface area segment. This method is done for all following CoP calculations

unless otherwise stated. To verify CoP measurements, a modified Newtonian model is used as

it has been shown to produce satisfactory results with hypersonic vehicles [88]. Newtonian

flow assumes that particles when contacting the surface of the vehicle will impart their

normal inertial component while retaining the tangential component and moving parallel to

the surface. The CoP location is calculated by finding the pressure coefficient at discrete

locations along the surface as follows:

Cp = Cpmax sin
2(θ) (4.2)
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where

Cpmax =
pt2 − p∞
1
2
ρ∞V 2

∞
(4.3)

Cpmax is the maximum pressure coefficient, θ is the flow deflection angle, and pt2 it the

stagnation pressure behind the shock. Wake regions are assumed to be a perfect vacuum.

Pressures are then found and Eq. 4.1 is used to calculate the CoP. A code developed

in Matlab [86] is used for these calculations which can handle most simple axisymmetric

geometries at any attitude. Other methods exist to predict CoP such a the tangent cone

method which is a semi-empirical method that constructs a conical shock at each discrete

location along the vehicle using the flow incidence angle then conditions behind the shock

are then used to determine surface pressures. Hyslop and McGilvary use this method on the

same geometry which produced similar results. From both studies, CoP location is shown

to be approximately 66.6% of the vehicles length aft of the nose in regardless of AoA. These

results validate our method in the range of AoAs and provides confidence for our force,

moment, and surface pressure calculations outside of the experimental range.

The peak lift to drag ratio occurs at approximately 10.5◦ AoA with a constant lift force

gradient from 0◦ to 25◦ which decreases to near zero at 45◦ AoA. The drag forces show a

parabolic trend as expected. This design has a low peak lift to drag ratio just shy of 2 making

it not particularly desirable for sustained flight as it would have little vertical and lateral

controllability. However, many stores do not require control as they simply need to separate

cleanly from the parent to accomplish their mission. When referenced from the nose of the

vehicle, the pitching moment shows a positive restorative force which grows linearly until

the maximum lift to drag point at roughly 10◦ AoA then continues to grow parabolically.

The CoP does move minutely forward at high AoAs according to the RANS data, seen in

Fig. 22, and is assumed to be caused by separation and recirculation regions increasing in

intensity. Because of the constant CoP location, the dynamic simulations can set the CoG

to the same position allowing applied forces to be studied devoid of any variations due to

static stability forces.
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4.2 Dynamic Simulations

4.2.1 Oblique Shock Wave

In order to check that our oblique shock-wave boundary condition is implemented correctly,

a single grid domain was constructed using identical boundary conditions to the dynamic

simulation domain but with the top boundary creating a 30◦ wave angle oblique shock. The

domain was created to be a low CPU time run consisting of 147x101x67 grid points with

clustering near the top boundary and leading shock location as in Fig. 17. Mach number,

pressure, temperature, and density profiles are plotted in the middle of the domain in Fig.

15 with a center-line cut Mach number plot shown in Fig. 16. Fig. 15 shows the boundary

condition creates an oblique shock with properties that match those found by theory in

Table 2 at the inlet and outlet of the domain. There are notable variances in the flow

properties between X/L = 0.1 and X/L = 0.5 that are believed to be caused by changes

in the shock width near the top boundary propagating through the flow field. The shock

width is directly related to the grid spacing as the numerical scheme captures the shock over

two grid points. To minimize this effect in following simulations, care is taken to minimize

varying grid spacing near the shock along with creating refinement regions that are shock

aligned.

4.2.2 Shock Crossing

For the dynamic simulation, the vehicle is initially placed at a location above the shock

that will not create any interactions between the two. A downward velocity of 2.5 m/s was

prescribed on the first time step, after which, the built in 6DoF dynamics solver was used

to iterate location and attitude. Instantaneous Mach number on the y = 0 plane is plotted

every 12 non-dimensional time steps in Fig. 24 with density plotted in Fig. 23. The vehicle’s

attitude and CoG location are plotted in Figs. 27 and 25 with the CoG trajectory plotted

in Fig. 26. As a result of careful grid refinement around the shock, There are minimal flow

anomalies behind the shock due to grid spacing changes. Flow properties behind the shock

at a location without the influence of the vehicle were probed and matched those values
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found from theory. The shocks and wake region also appear to be appropriately captured

with no visible steps in the solution.

As shown in Figs. 24 and 23, The store appears to move downward while maintaining its

attitude until encountering the shock where it starts to pitch up continuously. The trajectory

and attitude plots agree showing the downward motion dominating the velocity component

with the pitch slowly increasing until encountering the shock; the pitch quickly increases

while passing until clearing the shock where it continues to linearly increase. At the starting

location, the vehicle is at an 13.52◦ AoA relative to the flow vector creating a strong shock

on top of the vehicle which can be seen in the density plot. As the vehicle passes through the

shock, the flow incidence angle varies across the length of the body dependent on the location

relative to the shock; in front of the shock, the Mach 7 flow is parallel to the x-axis; behind

the shock, the Mach 4.5 flow is −13.52◦ from the X-axis. If the vehicle was halfway through

the shock at a 0◦ AoA, the front of the vehicle would have no lift force and only drag acting

on it, whereas, the rear of the vehicle would be pushed down causing the total moment

on the vehicle to be a product of the back half. The force and moment coefficients were

calculated every 10 iterations using the vehicle length as the reference length and the total

integrated area as the reference area. Force coefficients are plotted in Fig. 28 with moment

coefficients in Fig. 29 relative to the CoG. There is a negative lift as expected at the initial

location which gradually turns into a positive lift passing through the shock. Looking the

the plot of moments, an initial positive moment (moment is a restorative force turning the

vehicle towards the incoming flow vector) showing that the vehicle has some stability forces

correcting the AoA. The moment is small but shows the CoG is slightly in front of the true

aerodynamic center. This is also true after the vehicle passes through the shock shown by

the negative moment. This restorative moment has a maximum value of around 12.5% of the

peak moment seen when passing through the shock and is theorized to be caused by viscous

and momentum effects pushing the CoP slightly back. It was shown post-run that moving

the CoG location 0.1% of the vehicle’s length aft would neglect the initial moment variance.

Due to the small force relative to the entirety of the run, it is thought to have little impact

on results. The applied moment as the vehicle passes through the shock gradually increases,

peaks at around 0.014, then decreases gradually until passing the shock where the stability
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force dominates. The location of peak moment appears to happen at the location where the

shock would pass through the CoG if continued through the vehicle. After passing the shock,

the vehicle is at an AoA in free flow with the force an moments matching those found in the

previous section when comparing similar positions. Translational and rotational velocities

are plotted in Figs. 30 and 31 respectively. The translational velocities are as expected

matching the forces applied on the vehicle. The pitch velocity shows acceleration before

encountering the shock caused by the stability margin with peak change in velocity at the

location of peak applied moment. The vehicle pitch rate slows until passing the shock where

it decelerates as expected. Because of the small stability margin in free flow, the vehicle will

continue to pitch at close to the same rate continuously after the interaction which is seen

in Fig. 27.

As it has already been confirmed, the CoP does not change with AoA in free flow. The

differential in flow incidence angle across the vehicle along with a pitch change implies the

CoP is not constant through the run as the average force vector is not passing through the

NP which causes a rotation. to test this theory, CoP was calculated every 4 non-dimensional

time steps and plotted against the CoG location in Fig. 32. This initially shows the CoP

located at the NP as expected, then as the vehicle starts to pass through the shock, the CoP

moves rearward gradually peaking at 77.8% of the vehicle’s length when measured from the

nose. The CoP quickly returns to its original location as the rear clears the shock. The

CoP location directly coincides with the peak moment on the vehicle CoP and movement

is correlated with the area ratio on either side of the shock which dictates how much of the

vehicle is exposed to the different flow incidence angles. The vehicle’s dynamics when passing

through a shock appear to predominantly be the result of differential flow incidence angles

causing a stronger shock on the rear of the vehicle causing a higher pressure. The vehicle

becomes more stable during the interaction with the CoP moving aft and the peak pitching

moment occurring when the shock passes through the CoG if continued through the body.

To test this theory, Normalized pressure in the y = 0 plane is plotted in Fig. 36 at the point

of highest moment which shows a significantly higher pressure on the back half of the vehicle

due to the stronger shock. Surface Pressures are shown in Fig. 39 with pressure gradient

magnitude plotted solely to show the location of shocks, boundary layers, and expansions.
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The the peak surface pressure due to the oblique shock occurs just behind the shock on top

of the vehicle and gradually decreases moving back and to radially down. This shows that

the strong reflected shock is the driving mode moving the CoP and influencing pitch.

While observing the surface pressure in Fig. 39, an unexpected higher pressure streak

in front of the shock can be seen. The shock structure near this location (in black) shows

that along the top of the vehicle, a typical oblique SBLI with a flat plate as shown in

Fig. 38. The incident shock impacts the surface creating a separation bubble in front

which leads to a reflected shock and larger boundary layer afterwards. looking at the shock

system in the z = 0 plane, a much more complex shock system is seen with three reflected

shocks and multiple intermediary features. Looking at Fig. 38; moving closer to the vehicle

perpendicularly, the nose’s bow shock meets the oblique shock; a reflected shock is created

from a large separation bubble which raises the boundary layer off of the surface; finally, the

boundary layer reconnects creating another compression shock. This separation region is

clearly seen in Fig. 37 showing surface temperatures and in Fig. 40 showing the progression

of the SBLI along the vehicle. While the influence on this vehicle’s dynamics will be small

as the pressure contribution is minimal relative to other areas, the separation region can

impact hypersonic vehicle designs in two ways: thermal and structural constraints must be

readdressed compared to free flight and subsections separating in this environment can have

extremely complex flow fields influencing the trajectory. For example, if a small store such

as a sensor cover was released in a region with SBLI, complex an stochastic trajectories are

highly likely while passing through this region.

With this geometry, the time spent crossing the shock would have a large influence on

the vehicle’s attitude due to the solely positive moment applied. When there are two flow

directions impacting the surface, there will be a equilibrium attitude of between the two flow

angles that will be approached. With placing the CoP and CoG at the same location causing

very low stabilizing moments at all AoAs, The equilibrium pitch angle will be whatever the

pitch of the vehicle is in free flow, varying only when encountering the shock. The more time

spent passing the shock increases the integrated moment applied to the vehicle. This shows

that a higher ejection force could minimize upsetting the attitude of the store and lowering

the corrective forces needed to return to stable flight. This would also lower the possibility of
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a store with a low stability margin oscillating after being upset and recontacting the parent.

The initial pitch of the vehicle would also effect the likelihood of movement upwards after

the crossing. If there is an initial pitch down, the shock crossing would turn the vehicle back

to level flight; the initial best pitch angle to achieve this would be geometry and scenario

specific and is another aspect adding complexity to a controlled store separation. It should

be noted that, contrary to this test geometry’s aerodynamic properties, many other vehicle’s

CoP move forward with increasing AoA [5] which could negate the influence of the differential

incident flows during the crossing. Further studies using a geometry with this phenomena

should be conducted to understand the interaction between the two modes causing the CoP

to change. There is no upward movement while crossing the shock but after passing through,

the vehicle is decelerating downwards due to the pitch up attitude which if not corrected

would cause the vehicle to lift upwards. If this vehicle were to have a larger static margin

or active control, it could correct its attitude back parallel to the flow. Subsequent stability,

control, and trajectory calculations in free flight are possible but outside the scope of this

study.

4.3 Numerical Validation and Limitations

The most effective method of verifying computational methods is to compare against flight

tests, experimental tests, and theory. This was done for the aerodynamic properties of

the vehicle which closely matched as previously discussed, however, as there are no open

analogous studies available at the time of writing, other means of verification are needed for

other aspect of the study. The assumptions made for this simulation need to be addressed

to back the results, the main subjects to analyze are grid refinement, numerical methods,

and domain inputs. Regarding grid refinement for this study, the grid spacing was chosen

based on available computational hardware resources and is an order of magnitude larger

than other hypersonic multi-body studies using similar techniques [58, 62] which were tested

against flight experiments to show good agreement. The grid systems used would be the

most refined grid resolution if conducting a grid convergence study which was deemed not

necessary as a result. For continued studies that might employ stochastic inputs, a smaller
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grid system would be desired to shorten run times. In this case, a grid refinement study

should be conducted to determine the minimum points required to obtain a desired accuracy.

Boundary conditions were chosen such that any unintended or nonphysical influence on the

vehicle would not be possible. The inlet boundary condition used to create the oblique shock

in the domain does not account for altered flow propagating back through the flow field such

as the shock created from the vehicle. Likewise, the left and right symmetry boundary

conditions would introduce non-physical shocks if the vehicle shock was to contact them.

To counter these impacting the vehicle’s dynamics, the domain was created to extend far

enough so that any nonphysical effects would be far enough downstream so that no effects

could propagate back through the supersonic flow and impact the recirculation region nor

the flow field around the vehicle.

To determine if the dynamic simulation has a sensitivity to disturbances in the initial

attitude or three dimensional effects, an identical run was preformed where the vehicle would

start with a yaw angle 1◦ to the left. The CoG location is plotted for the original and initially

disturbed runs in Fig. 41 with the attitude in Fig. 42, the force coefficients in Fig. 43, and

the moment coefficients in Fig. 44. The store shows movement to the left throughout

the simulation which is a result of the side force applied due to the yaw angle. Minimal

variances are seen in the X and Z directions with any differences thought to be the result

of increased drag acting on the vehicle from the initial yaw angle. Likewise, the pitching

moment and resulting attitude are almost identical between runs. The previously described

residual stability moment can be seen influencing yaw as it does in pitch (increasing while

passing through the shock); however, an unexpected roll moment was also induced during

this run. This is thought to result from the top right of the store seeing a marginally higher

pressure than the top left while the wake region remains relatively unaffected, moving the

CoP off of the center line and inducing roll. While small in this run, simulations where the

store has a larger yaw angle and are non-axisymmetric could amplify the roll moment which

would rotate the lift vector and cause larger deviations in side movement. Further studies

would be needed to understand this effect. All together, the findings from the sensitivity

analysis imply that this specific scenario is not greatly influenced by three dimensional effects

resulting from disturbances in the initial attitude of the store.
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The use of hybrid RANS/LES simulations, also known as detached eddy simulation, is

also tested to determine its impact on results when compared to RANS simulations. Delayed

detached eddy simulation (DDES) is a slightly altered form of detached-eddy simulation

(DES) that uses a hybrid system of RANS within the attached boundary layer and large-

eddy simulation (LES) in the wake and separation regions. LES provides a direct numerical

simulation of the Navier-Stokes equations where the smallest turbulence scales are passed

through a low-pass filter to reduce the required computational expense. DDES is able to

alleviate some of the issues with previous DES applications where premature switching

between RANS and LES was seen in thick boundary layers by overriding the switching

logic to maintain RANS behavior in certain regions. because the SA-neg-noft2 turbulence

model relies heavily on the length scale d, modeling small scale wake behavior can become

ineffective. DDES [89] uses a modified length scale d̃ in place of the Spalart-Allmaras length

scale and is given by

d̃ = d− fdMAX(0, d− CDES∆) (4.4)

where

fd = 1− tanh([8rd]
3)

rd =
νt+ν√

Ui,jUi,jκ2d2

(4.5)

CDES = 0.65, ∆ is the magnitude of the longest dimension in the current grid cell, Ui,j

represents the velocity gradients, and rd is the ratio of characteristic turbulence model length

scale to wall-distance length scale. fd is the shielding function that when set to 0 yields

RANS, whereas, 1 represents the LES regions. Two time-accurate static simulations were

run with the vehicle at the same location and attitude as the point of peak moment during

the dynamic simulation passing downwards through the shock. The vehicle is held statically

with a pitch up angle of 5.64◦ and is partially through the shock as shown in Fig. 35. The

simulations were run time-accurate using Newton subiterations with the force and moment

coefficients allowed to stabilize, then run for 1000 iterations. Results were averaged over this

time period to eliminate any variances due to oscillations in the coefficients (these oscillations
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were deemed negligible after the fact.) Lift, drag, and pitch moment coefficients which

dominate the dynamics are tabulated in Table 3 along with the CoP location. Comparing

the two solution methods, RANS predicts slightly more lift and drag but with the CoP

closer to the nose which causes a smaller pitching moment. These values, however, are small

with the largest difference in drag at 0.4507% which should have a negligible impact on the

results in this specific case. The DDES simulation was also shown to have a 10% to 15%

increase in cpu time per iteration. These combines results show no need to expend the extra

computational cost for the increased fidelity of DDES in this specific case, although, store

separation simulations that have lower grid resolution or larger wake and flow separation

regions can still benefit as in the study from Cui et al. [90] simulating hypersonic shroud

separation.

As mentioned in the computational methodologies section, the numerical schemes selected

are the best allowable for the scenario in OVERFLOW 2.3e, however, slow and stalled

convergence was seen in the near body grid along the side of the vehicle during simulations.

An instantaneous solution of a time accurate simulation at 0◦ AoA in Mach 7 flow is shown

in Fig. 33 with surface pressures plotted on the surface and shock location using a filtered

shock function relative to the grid in black off of the vehicle. Smaller shocks can be seen

between the main attached shock and the vehicle’s surface which are not physical and appear

to be the result of a non-shock aligned grid. Because the shock angle varies from the The

flow incident angle on the vehicle’s surface and the near-body grid grows perpendicularly

from the surface (ideally, the grid would be shock aligned but in dynamic simulations using

Cartesian grids, this is not possible as the shock angle will vary,) the attached shock will

continue at a height normal to the surface until jumping to the next level. These jumps

appear to be at a similar location as the intermediary shocks and is a known issue; the

HLLE++ approximate Riemann solver has been shown by Tramel et al. to cause these

variations in flow [73] at low sensitivity (DELTA) values of the shock sensing function. All

simulations in this study use a DELTA value of 1.5 to 3 which are much lower that those used

by Tramel et al. to mitigate these effects. Larger DELTA values were attempted but caused

instability in the solution and for the residuals to stall. This is suspected to be caused by a

bug in OVERFLOW 2.3e’s SSOR algorithm not using the HLLE++ inviscid flux algorithm,
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but instead using a suboptimal version of the HLLE+ flux algorithm which does not use

the pressure switch to determine the switching function and instead uses a constant value of

1. It is important understand the impact of these non-physical shocks on the dynamics of

the vehicle. A selected range of surface pressures are plotted relative to the shock locations

in Fig. 34 as it has the greatest influence on force and moments. There are variations in

pressure coinciding with the intermediary shock locations, however, these are small relative

to the mean surface pressure and should have little effect on results.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions

Computational fluid dynamics was used to model a hypersonic store separation scenario

in order to gain a fundamental understanding of associated physical phenomena and analyze

current numerical analysis assumptions. A 7◦ cone was used for the store model as the

applied forces and moments can easily be disassociated from those produced by the stability

forces produced in free air. This is because the neutral point and CoP are at the same

location for supersonic conical bodies where the shock is attached at the apex meaning the

CoG can be set to the same location resulting in any rotational motion being to sole result

of forces applied by the altered flowfield. Two separate simulations were run with NASA’s

OVERFLOW 2.3e using a free stream Mach number of 7. First, the store was placed in free

air and swept from 0◦ to 45◦ AoA to confirm the aerodynamic properties against Newtonian

theory and wind tunnel experiments. Next, the store was passed through an oblique shock

wave which is analogous to a number of different separation scenarios. The shock wave

was created using custom boundary conditions to eliminate any undesirable flow features

resulting from a realistic carrier vehicle geometry. While validating the boundary condition

against theory, slight anomalies propagating from grid spacing gradients were found. As

a result, care was taken to eliminate these while creating the computational meshes. It is

noted that this study is not analogous to any flight vehicles which could be used, but done

to understand the phenomena associated with the process.

The aerodynamic properties simulation was run using flow conditions form a experimental

free flight wind tunnel test performed by Hysolp et al. [8]. Both studiesw ere in good

agreement between 0◦ and 7◦ AoA when comparing lift, drag, and pitching moment

coefficients. The CoP location was also shown in both experiments to be stationary, resulting

in the CoP and neutral point to be approximately at the some location. The maximum lift

to drag ratio is approximately 1.95 occurring at 10.5◦ AoA. The CoP is at a point 66.6%

of the store’s length when measured from the nose and only minutely varies at the highest

AoAs. A code was created using modified Newtonian theory to validate the CFD results

providing a nearly identical CoP location.
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The dynamic simulation passed the store through a 20◦ oblique shock using a small initial

downward velocity then translation and rotation were calculated using OVERFLOW’s 6DoF

module. The store has small corrective moments at the initial location, counter to what was

expected, theorized to be caused by viscous effects near the nose. The moment is relatively

small compared to the maximum value and thought to have little impact on results. The

store only pitches up while crossing the shock which is caused by the CoP moving aft resulting

from a high pressure region on the surface behind the oblique shock. The pitching moment

gradually increases, peaks when the shock would pass through the CoG if allowed to continue

through the body, then sharply decreases until returning to free air. There appears to be a

direct relation between the ratio of surface on either side of the oblique shock and the CoP’s

location. Large separation regions are seen in front of the shock impact location caused by

shock wave boundary layer interactions. This shows that complex trajectories are possible in

regions on the carrier vehicle containing SBLI such as near the empennage or engine cowling.

Time spend crossing the shock is also shown to have a substantial impact on pitch angle

with higher ejection velocities being desirable.

Because there are few available experimental studies on hypersonic store separation to

validate conclusions, some large numerical assumptions were studied. The computational

grid was created such that a grid resolution study was not needed in this case as an fine

resolution was used. The effect of a hybrid RANS/LES solution was tested showing little

variation from the RANS solution. A hybrid solution could still be beneficial in cases where

the store is in a large separation region but not tested in this study. stalled convergence

and stability issues were also seen in the solution theorized to be the result of an incomplete

implicit solution algorithm in OVERFLOW 2.3e and from unsteadiness in the separation

bubble along the surface. The SSOR solution algorithm does not use the multidimensional

pressure switch used in the HLLE++ flux algorithm, but instead, is formulated in a way

that is effectively the HLLE flux algorithm. This adds excessive dissipation throughout

the domain unlike HLLE++ which only uses HLLE near strong pressure gradients such

as shocks. To minimize stability issues duting simulations, the pressure switch sensitivity

value was lower than desired causing the steps in the shock leading to altered flow. The

effect on surface pressures was shown to be minimal, but it highlights the importance of
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shock capturing methods for these cases. Due to the nature of hypersonic store separations,

simulations will often have non-shock aligned grids, moving shocks, and moving SBLI; special

attention is needed to properly capture these features while maintaining a stable solution.

This experiment was specifically designed to be easily repeatable computationally or

experimentally. Ideally, computational studies are backed with experimental results to

validate the numerical methods; however, hypersonic experiments require an immense

amount of infrastructure and time. This results in many computational studies using

nonspecific hypersonic methods applied to unique flight articles. Future studies could

extend this fundamental research to other generic features related to store separation

such as expansion regions, shear layers created by separation from a cavity, and being

in close relation to a surface. A sensitivity analysis varying start location and time

relative to cyclic flow features would also be beneficial in understanding major influences

dictating trajectories. Parameter identifications could make reduced fidelity models possible.

Reduction in computational time is always desired with moving body simulations and

understanding fundamental principles can lead to more focused simulation campaigns.
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Appendix A: Chapter 1 Figures and

Tables

Figure 1: Hyper-X/X-43A research vehicle geometry [8]
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Figure 2: Integrated Test and Evaluation Approach to Store Separation [13]

Figure 3: F-18C/GBU-31 Transonic Trajectory Simulation [12]
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Appendix B: Chapter 2 Figures and

Tables

Figure 4: Captive trajectory system showing multiple locations of the released store [18]

Figure 5: F-16 pylon and store configuration [91]
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Figure 6: Pylon Damage on the X-15 Caused by Shock Shock Interactions [22]
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Figure 7: Generic Transonic Store Separation Test Configuration [30]
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Figure 8: F-117 Stealth Aircraft [92]

Figure 9: Superimposed GBU-12B trajectory images from four separation events [37]
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Appendix C: Chapter 3 Figures and

Tables

Figure 10: 7◦ Half-Angle Cone Geometry

Table 1: Representative Geometric and Inertial Properties

Length (mm) 250
Cone Half-Angle (◦) 7
Nose Radius (mm) 0.25
Center of Gravity (mm from nose) 166.5
Mass (g) 669.73
Moment of Inertia Ixx (kgm2) 5E-5
Moment of Inertia Iyy (kgm2) 2.15E-3
Moment of Inertia Izz (kgm2) 2.15E-3
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Figure 11: Near-Body Grids

Figure 12: Automatically Generated Off-Body Grids

Figure 13: Off-Body Grids for Dynamic Simulation
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Figure 14: Computational Domain for Dynamic Simulation
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Appendix D: Chapter 4 Figures and

Tables

Figure 15: Flow Properties Over 30◦ Oblique Shock Created by Top Boundary Condition

Table 2: Theoretical Properties Over 30◦ Wave Angle Oblique Shock

M2/M1 3.360
P2/P1 14.125
T2/T1 3.315
ρ2/ρ1 4.261
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Figure 16: Mach Number for 30◦ Oblique Shock Created by Top Boundary Condition

Figure 17: Grid for Oblique Shock Created by Top Boundary Condition
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Figure 18: Force Coefficients in Free Air

Figure 19: Moment Coefficients in Free Air
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Figure 20: Lift to Drag Ratio in Free Air

Figure 21: Center of Pressure Location for AoA Sweep
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Figure 22: Center of Pressure Location for AoA Sweep: Specified Range

Figure 23: Instantaneous Normalized Density Sequence in y = 0 Plane
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Figure 24: Instantaneous Mach Number Sequence in y = 0 Plane

Figure 25: Dynamic Simulation CoG Location
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Figure 26: Dynamic Simulation CoG Trajectory

Figure 27: Dynamic Simulation Vehicle Attitude
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Figure 28: Dynamic Simulation Force Coefficients

Figure 29: Dynamic Simulation Moment Coefficients
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Figure 30: Dynamic Simulation CoG Velocity

Figure 31: Dynamic Simulation Vehicle Angular Velocities
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Figure 32: Dynamic Simulation Vehicle CoP

Figure 33: Static Simulation at 0◦ AoA: Normalized Surface Pressures and Shock Location

Table 3: RANS and DDES Force and Moment Coefficients

RANS DDES Difference (%)
Lift Coefficient -6.6636E-2 -6.6621E-2 0.2248
Drag Coefficient 1.7589E-2 1.7510E-2 0.4507
Pitch Moment Coefficient 1.4943E-2 1.4946E-2 0.0261
CoP (X/L from nose) 0.7790 0.7791 0.0951
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Figure 34: Static Simulation at 0◦ AoA: Specified Range of Normalized Surface Pressures
and Shock Location

Figure 35: Instantaneous Mach Number in y = 0 Plane Showing Analysis Location
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Figure 36: Instantaneous Normalized Surface Pressure

Figure 37: Instantaneous Normalized Surface Temperature
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Figure 38: Oblique Shock Wave Boundary Flat Plate Boundary layer Interaction Structure
[93]

Figure 39: Instantaneous Normalized Surface Pressures and SBLI Structure in y and z planes
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Figure 40: Instantaneous Normalized Surface Pressures and SBLI Structure Propagation
Along the Store’s Surface

Figure 41: Center of Gravity Location for Sensitivity Analysis
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Figure 42: Store Attitude for Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 43: Force Coefficients for Sensitivity Analysis
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Figure 44: Moment Coefficients for Sensitivity Analysis
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